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April 18

Using DF Hunt Equipment. Start Here ! Practice using TDARS kit.

April 25

Treasure Hunt—in Little Wenlock (organiser Martin 2E0TRO). 7:30pm

May 2

Committee Meeting, general and G3ZME on-the-air.

May 9

Military Vehicles Demo. Village Field & The Huntsman Car Park

May 16

2 metre walking DF Hunt. #1. Start Club HQ 7:30. Fox 2E0TRO. 144.600MHz

May 23

Surplus Equipment Sale.

May 30
June 2-3

Olympic Torch Event. Mini Olympics in Village Field. Surprise, surprise.
Some laughs guaranteed. Lycra wear optional ....
National HF Field Day at Peter 2E0ZSU’s QTH (Whixall). G3JKX et al

June 6

Committee Meeting 19:30. G3ZME on the HF/VHF bands

June 13

“Summits on the Air” Guest speaker G8XYJ + 2E0CHV & 2E0CLR

June 17-18

50 MHz Trophy from Long Mynd. 14:00 to 14:00 Contact Simon G0UFE

June 20

VHF NFD and other portable Planning meeting

June 22-27

GP3ZME/P expedition on Guernsey IN89QK. Contact Martyn G3UKV

June 27

Second 2 metre walking DF hunt in LW. Start at TDARS HQ 7:30pm

July 4

Committee meeting and station G3ZME on the Air

July 7-8
VHF NFD from Long Mynd . Meet up usual site from 10:15am Saturday
July 11
BBQ at LW Village Field (or nearby cover if wet). Contact G0EYX
For Amateur Radio Exam Training—enquiries to Mike G3JKX (01952 299677)
For Morse Training and Morse Proficiency Tests Martyn G3UKV or Eric M0KZB.
For Equipment Loans & Returns contact Ricky M0RKY or Simon 2E0CHV
Radio Amateur Exams: Latest News: www.tdars.org.uk/html/trainingFoundation.html

Editorial
It was a very exciting moment in February to learn that we had won the West Midlands
Club of the Year 2011 Award from the RSGB. We had to keep “mum” until it was confirmed by
the Interim Board of the RSGB late in March, and in fact confirmation came in writing from the
Acting General Manager himself—Don Beattie G3BJ—who actually lives in south Shropshire.
Better still was the paragraph explaining that Telford & DARS was in the final top three within the
whole range of UK RSGB Affiliated Societies, and that we would find out who was to be THE
National Club-of-the-Year by attending the RSGB A.G.M. on Saturday April 20th at the Swan
Hotel in Bedford. Six Members have said they hope to attend, which is most encouraging since
the date clashes unfortunately with International Marconi Day, where the club is committed to
putting GB8MD on-the-air from Tywyn in West Wales. Whilst the clash is unfortunate, it is hardly
surprising since so many activities take place on a regular basis within TDARS—and not just on
Wednesday meeting nights. We are a VERY active amateur radio society.
When Vaughan M0VRR (RSGB
Regional Manager for W Midlands) came to
our AGM to present the Award and Certificate,
he explained that we had been runners-up in
2010, scoring just 3 marks less than Wythall
who won it in both 2009 and 2010. How the
scoring system works, I do not know—but
hey—who cares ?! There were a number of
wry smiles to learn that the Regional Shield
had been presented by Radio World of
Great Wyrley, who we hope will put on a
stand at our HamFest in September.
So, it’s a big pat-on-the-back to everyone who supports TDARS in any and every
way. Whilst the Committee drew up the
various sections of the application form and
selected six eye-catching photographs for
submission, it was the membership of the
Society as a whole that won the day. Well
done EVERYONE.
MIV
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Qtc: News & Information
TDARS MEETINGS EVERY WEDNESDAY AT LITTLE WENLOCK VILLAGE HALL UNLESS
INDICATED OTHERWISE ON THE FRONT PAGE PROGRAMME.
ROOM BOOKED FROM 7PM - 10PM. MEETINGS USUALLY COMMENCE AT 8PM

Please return borrowed equipment promptly
~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~
Annual Subs are due at this time—please note the current rates are
£28, or £22 non-earners, £14 full time students. These amounts were
unchanged at the AGM. As usual, Jim holds the collection box.
Congratulations and Welcome to Chris M6EGV who joined us on the
Sunday evening 144.600 MHz FM net, operating from the QTH of John
2E0CLR, just a few days after receiving his ‘ticket’. Chris was one of 7
new Foundation exam successes locally this month. Excellent news.
On the subject of local nets, the Sunday evening net has varying support, but it has been
pointed out it is not regularly printed in the Newsletter. So, it’s Sunday evening at 9pm (or soon
after, depending on Eric M0KZB’s morse training session timings) on 144.600 MHz FM. Many
club members also come on 80 metres on Monday and Friday mornings at 9am on the “3657
KHz” net, although this is an open-to-all net, and not particularly TDARS focused.
The AGM took place at the end of March, and a new committee picked up where the old
one left off. That’s sounds rather grand, but actually involved very few changes. Perhaps a case
of not needing to fix something when it ain’t broke! Richard G0VXG joined the committee after
a few years absence, and the other Richard, M1RKH is taking a break after a long, and very
busy involvement in committee affairs. He has already been co-opted to help in some areas of
the HamFest organisation where his experience is invaluable.
The various Trophy presentations followed on from the AGM business, and were made by our
guest visitor, Vaughan Ravenscroft M0VRR, who is our RSGB Regional Manager from
Wednesfield. As well as presenting our own TDARS Trophies, he also formally presented the
Midlands Club of the Year 2011 Award to Derek G0EYX, as you can
see on page 2. Another milestone in the Society’s annals for sure.
Under-a-Fiver Construction to
DF Trophy to Norman
G0ASP

Beginners’ Construction to
Peter 2E0ZSU

Richard G0VXG

Main Construction to Paul M0PNN

G3IMP operating Trophy to Simon
2E0CHV
Photos by M0RJS & G3UKV

Jack Hassall award to Rob M0TOY

RSGB West Midland Club of the Year
Award 2011. Shield and Certificate

No photographic record appears to exist of the winner of the Kippure Trophy, and indeed the
winner of this auspicious award remained firmly in his seat. However, the proposer, Paul M0PNN,
reminded us all that last August, whilst on expedition in Guernsey, a certain club member had
forgotten to open the ventilator valve on the fuel tank of the generator, which perhaps explained
why this otherwise excellent Honda gennie was constantly ‘hunting’ for fuel in its first few hours.
Ricky, M0RKY has launched the “Beginners’ Section” for the Society, starting at 6:30pm
each Wednesday evening and lasting for about an hour. It is planned to offer a range of activities
and support for those new to the hobby of Amateur Radio and Electronics generally —please
speak to Ricky with your ideas and offers of practical help. This is open to all.
The Olympic Games are rapidly approaching, and with the Pre-Olympic TorchBearing ceremony due in our area on Wednesday May 30th (and local RAYNET involvement in
its journey through Shropshire), it has been decided to hold our own mini-Olympics event in the
LW Village Field that same evening. A number of unusual (some may say bizarre) events will take
place which are definitely non-elitist. This means EVERYONE can participate in one way or
another. It could spoil spontaneity to release too much information at this stage, but suffice to say
it should be quite entertaining, and refreshments (as well as First Aid ?) will be available for all.
On a more sombre note, one of our older Members, Ray Watson M1AQS passed away
peacefully on March 12th aged 85. He had not been in the best of health for a numbers of years
and lived alone, his wife having passed away in 2004. For the past 10 years Derek G0EYX
brought him to the club as he was not allowed to drive. He and Ray 2E1HTU often sat beside
each other on club nights. Ray was not active on the bands preferring to be a ‘listener’ rather than
an operator. He and his grandson, Robert, obtained their ‘Novice’ licences in the early 1990s at
the Stafford Club.
The results of the “Club Calls” top-band contest have appeared on the RSGB website.
TDARS (GX3ZME) came 47th out of 128 entries, with 1210 points. Interestingly, of the 80 QSOs
made, 29 were club stations, 49 were club members, and only 2 stations did not belong to a local
club. Thanks to Richard G0VXG for offering his QTH & station for the event last November..
G3Z Special Contest Call had its first airing in March, with Dave G0CER giving RTTY a
bashing—see separate report. There’s lots more opportunities all year for Members to have-a-go.
For example, May (5-6th), the all microwave bands contest; CQ WPX CW (May 26/27); next in
June (16-17) the 50 MHz Trophy and later in July (7-8th) the IARU all-bands, all modes HF.
GP3ZME/P Guernsey June 22-27 Joining the Expedition Group? Contact Martyn G3UKV
~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~

Report on the BARTG HF RTTY Contest: March 17-18.
By Dave G0CER

Well - I planned a six-hour entry starting Saturday morning - to catch the end of the LF and
through to the afternoon to catch the top end of HF conditions, but it didn't end up like that.
Saturday am, static high on 80, 40 20. I could hear EU stations working each other, a clue
that things weren’t good. I thought I'd just get on with it and see how things improved (or not)
through the day. It was after lunchtime before the Americans started coming in - with a few
little gems like HZ1PS and JA6ZPR - I did move up to 15metres, which is a nice band - often
very quiet but out of the hiss; dx stations pop-up to surprise you.
Saturday afternoon, slow plod. I took a 3 hour break (minimum in the rules) because I'd
worked all I could hear and new stations just were not appearing. Later, 20 metres till 9pm EU, US, Canadian and one PR7 station. I moved to LF much earlier move than usual - first
40m and then 80m (all EU). Again I felt I'd worked as much as possible and went QRT early
for a HF contest.
Sunday seemed promising - 20m - EU and the US already in the morning and nice ones like
E21YDP and YB1AR on 15metres. A short go on 10metres brought two stations - an EA8
who wasted ages arguing with me about me being G3Z (he really wanted me to add more
letters!) and a PU2 Brazillian whom I tried ages to work - and not till the next day; notice that
the exchange never got recorded - typical - why not ? The EA station. must be more careful.
Back to 20metres for the afternoon - calling CQ a few times and getting the odd short run.
Nice to call CQ and get 9M6XRO call you back! The YB1 was worked again and DV1JM who
was so loud I thought he was a German, not from the Philippines!
Late Sunday afternoon things fizzled out again - I went to 40m to top-up with PA and DL stations .. a quick re-visit of 20m got me FG1PP but really the end was just pushing the numbers
up using 40m and 80m.
243 QSOs - at least one busted, but I'll put the log in and see how we get on. Hope that was
of interest - A beam would have been better - getting up at 6am would have helped (though
my LF antenna is not good). You live and learn. I'd recommend anyone else having a go at a
long-HF digimode contest - they certainly help you understand the capabilities of your
equipment, the radio conditions and how you get on doing this. Mine was an ongoing need to
remember to set ALC levels when switching bands.
Some comments on the short call (G3Z).I can see its value on voice modes - but for digimodes / CW, it strikes me that on those modes people tend to assume they might have
missed a letter or two on any contact - so waste lots of time getting you to repeat your full call
(4 re-sends at 10 tx's of g3z to more than one). It might not be a good choice for digimodes someone else might comment on its use on CW.
[ Yes, true to some extent Dave on CW and even SSB. However, single
letter calls are really very common on HF these days, so the sort of person
who gets confused with them would probably get confused, or log errors,
anyway. They’re unlikely to ever make an entry, I suspect. – Martyn ‘UKV ]
P.S. Couldn’t find a decent 21st. Century RTTY station picture on Google
images to accompany this article. Hope this is close enough—Sorry Dave !!
~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~

Mike’s Piece
There’s an Intermediate Course on at the moment [well there was when Mike sent in this item!
- Ed] and the subject of fuses came up as it always does. Especially as to the value of fuse to
use for a particular bit of kit. Every appliance has a plate which has to state the voltage and
power for which it is designed. But what value fuse to use?
In case you don’t know, the formula for working out the current that something takes is :I (amps) = Power/Volts.
What must be remembered is that the wattage stated is the ‘running’ wattage. The starting
wattage is larger, sometime much larger. Imagine a washing machine with the heater on and
full of clothes and water. The current needed to start the motor is going to be much more than
that when it is running. Obvious!
This must be taken into account when fitting the correct value of fuse in the plug-top. You might
guess that in this case it will 13 Amps. But what about that electric lawn mower, with the lead
missing that you found at a boot sale. You put a new flex on it, but what fuse to use. My mower
has 230v AC @ 1000w on the panel. So the running current will be : 1000W/230v = a bit more
than 4 amps. Will a 5 amp fuse be OK? Probably not. Those lamp standards you have in the
lounge with 60W bulbs in them: what fuse values are in those plug tops? I can guarantee they
won’t be 1 amp fuses which are actually needed for a running current of 60/230 or about 1/4
amp! A 1 amp fuse is available, (a bit big really) as are 2, 3, 5, 7, 10 &13 amps., but for most of
these you will have to go to an Electrical Wholesale outlet (there’s plenty on Stafford Park) to
find them. Price: 22p each!
You will certainly not find these in your local retailer Most only stock
5A and 13A fuses. Why? Because no one asks for anything else, so
they don’t stock them. ( B & M also stock 3A—Ed)The only things that
need 13A are a 3 bar electric fire (does anyone use them these
days?) and your washer/dryer. I leave it to your imagination to what
happens if granny’s hot water bottle leaks into an electric blanket
which is on and has a 13 amp fuse in line. Having a 3 bar electric fire
in bed with you is not very funny. I hope you can see why this subject
is of great importance and needs to be understood by everyone,
especially by older people. In case you wondered, my 1000W mower
had a 13A fuse in the plug. It now has a 7A !
Another important subject is tools. Experienced craftsmen will tell you that they will only use the
best tools. You get what you pay for. Well made tools will last longer, need less sharpening
and, provided the XYL has not used the thing for a purpose it was not designed for, will last a
long time. You all know what I mean. Wire cutters should show no daylight between the jaws
when held up to the light. If there is light showing ....throw them out and get a decent pair.
Screws have a great variety of head sizes and slot shapes. Have you got the necessary
different ones to cope? Always use the correct one for the job. The wrong screwdriver can
cause untold grief. NEVER use a metal screwdriver on anything inside a piece of radio
equipment unless you are certain whatever it is, IS metal. Slugs inside coils are a case in point.
Only use a plastic tool and only if the goo used to seal the slug in position has been removed/
melted/softened. Using quality drills is a must. Cheap ones will blunt quickly so you’ll just have
to get some new ones. You do wear eye protection when drilling, don’t you? Look through your
tools and get rid of those your grandfather’s had (unless they are in A1 condition) Get family
and friends to buy you quality ones for your birthday/Christmas presents. Better still, they give
you some money to choose them for yourself.
That’s it for this time. Vy 73 Mike G3JKX
~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~

On a similar subject, Ricky M0RKYsent in a cutting
from P.W. Magazine, warning of the dangers of the
plug shown here, and provided as a mains lead to a
SATA Hard-drive for a computer. It was marked
“CE”, although as noted last Newsletter, this could
mean EC approved, but much more likely to be
‘Chinese Export’.
Obviously it contains no replaceable fuse, and
therefore should be dumped.
Personally, 2 matchsticks holding wires into a 13A
socket has never let me down ....– Ed (No - I’m
only joking—before you set the H&S Police
onto me—Ed)
~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~~+~+~+~+~+~+~

Experimental Vertical Tin Can Antenna
By Derek G0EYX
I became fascinated in this antenna from one of my Stafford friends who showed me a picture of
one he had made. He tried it on an occasion he went portable with good results. It was approximately 18ft tall, appropriately guyed, insulated from earth and matched with a 9-1 Un-un Balun.
I thought it was quite ‘quirky’ and decided to also construct one just for the pure fun of making it.
I was also interested to discover when it was first thought about. It was very unlikely that my
amateur friend was the first to make one. Mention had been made to me that an article was
printed in either PW or RSGB magazines in the 1960s: so it was ‘Googled’ to find out more.
The initial input of ‘bean can’ antenna resulted in a tin can with a SO239 socket connected to a
quarter wave VHF/UHF vertical, not quite what I was seeking. Changing the description to ‘beer
can’ antenna produced better results.
The majority of articles listed refer to improving reception of WiFi and a few for receiving TV,
however KL7 OO placed an article in a magazine of one he built in Alaska in 1948. It was 16ft
tall but no mention was made as to the frequency(s) used. It was stated that it took most of the
day to drink enough cans of beer (which were made of tin!), for the project. The alcohol content
was, quote ‘a watery 3.2%’and contacts were achieved with the East coast of America.
Another article by W6 RSY quoted one 30ft tall that operated on 3.5 to 7 megacycles constructed in 1956, but no mention is made as to how it was matched although three coils were
employed switching one or more ‘in or out’ as needed. One 50ft tall is mentioned (about 120
cans), but no details are given about construction except that the 130watt soldering iron used
took 10 minutes to solder the first two tins then the handle became so hot that it became difficult
to hold!
The intention is to construct one with a total height of about 18ft. (5.48 metres), using similar
matching arrangements as made by my friend. This size would require approximately 60 cans,
however if sufficient tins are ‘donated’ it may ‘grow’!
The tins initially contained dog food and thanks are due
here to the pets of Martyn G3 UKV, Martin 2E0 TRO and
Mike G3 JKX for their donations! The top of the tins are
of the ‘ring pull’ design with a moulded base. The base of
one fits ‘snugly into the top of another. A hole has to be
drilled in the base of each tin to allow the heated air
inside to escape when being soldered.
I found the joining process quite easy using a gas torch,
plumbers solder and flux. The secret is in not heating the
tins too much as this ‘burns off’ the flux, (even though the
tins were well cleaned, an aroma of roasting ‘dog-food’
wafts around the area!).

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Cans are first joined together in pairs, then two and
two, then four and four. At this stage a simple jig (a
piece of angle iron), is required to keep them in
line. (left photo)
It is essential that the tins are painted to prevent
them corroding as they become rusty quite quickly
around the heated area, although a quick rub over
with steel wool easily removes it.

The antenna is still
‘ongoing’. At present I
have constructed two
lengths each 9ft 2in long.
A method of rigidly
joining each half together,
to make it easier to
transport, is in the process
of being made and a suitable base has yet to be
designed and constructed.
Watch this space!

~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~
THANKS to Simon 2E0CHV, Derek G0EYX, Bob M0RJS, Dave G0CER, Mike G3JKX, Ricky
M0RKY for Newsletter input. Next publ. June 2012. Input in any format always welcome ! +

~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~
I make no apology for using this gap in the Newsletter for a ‘plug’ for the RSGB. They may not be perfect, but they are
certainly trying to mend their ways and offer a top service to the listeners and radio amateurs of the U.K.

Recently, I sent out an e-mail asking if any member would share their experience
of “How I got into Amateur Radio”.
This was an idea passed to me by Dave G8VZT. Any more for next issue ?
I only had one response—and that was the one below that Mike G3JKX sent me.
Unfortunately Mike couldn’t come up with a suitable photograph of himself in short
trousers, or whatever he wore in his youth. (Before the war—but which one ?) -Ed.
“ It all started with a Medium Wave Crystal set I had built during the war. It had a real cat’s
whisker with a lump of Galena as a detector. I still have the SG Brown headphones.
One day when I came home from school, my Mum said she had dusted my set!
I went upstairs to find the coil, which was wound on a toilet roll inner had sprung off the former
and was mostly on the floor. The adhesive tape I had used to stick the windings had given up
the job.
What was even more surprising was that a very loud voice was emanating from the headphones saying 'G3EFP this is G8VB over'. I did not hear any reply but a minute or two later
'G3EFP this is G8VB', and a strange conversation ensued about antennas and modulation and
conditions and many words I did not understand.
Intrigued, I thought that these signals must have come from somewhere very nearby and set off
on my delivery bike to find this station which had got to have a big aerial I thought.
It took several days of looking, but find the house I did, with a tower in the back garden and
knocked on the door.
'Are you G8VB ?' I said to the man who answered.
'Come in', he said, pulling me in by the arm.
Well his radio 'shack' was his back room filled with tall racks and panels with lots of lights and
dials. He wanted to know how I had found about him, so I explained.
He told me then about Amateur Radio and what I had to do to get a licence. He then proceeded
to call up G3EFP for long chat. I was hooked.
That is why I joined the RAF at just turned 15 to be an apprentice radio technician so I could get
a Ham licence.
On arriving at RAF Cranwell, Lincs, there was G8FC, the RAFARS HQ station with a huge ( I
thought) rotary beam on the roof of the hut. I practically lived in the place when off duty and I
know that I learnt more about radio there than at the Radio School. A group of us asked to have
an Apprentices Radio Club and duly G3IDZ eventually appeared on the bands. The school
moved to RAF Locking in 1953.
I did not have to take the Radio Amateurs Exam as my training in the RAF exempted me.
Neither did I go to the local Coastal Station (as was usual) to take the mandatory Morse Test
either. RAF Locking had a Morse School run by a man who could send two different messages
with his two hands at the same time. He never told me that I had passed the morse test at over
12 words per minute and I do not remember paying my first licence fee either. (15s)
I had made a 6V6 VFO/6L6 PA TX (in a TU5B chassis) and used an ex RAF 1155 Rx from
which I had extracted all the DF guts and fitted a 6V6 output valve to drive a loudspeaker and
an internal PSU. I thought it was the bees knees. I made the BFO variable with its control on
the front panel which made tuning CW easier. That was all 60 years ago. And I still love it.
Vy 73 Mike G3JKX
PS. I wish I still had that 1155 Rx !
~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~

Special Event Stations and GX3ZME

— by Simon 2E0CHV

I am sitting here on Friday 13th April, just a week before the advanced party set off to Tywyn to
set up GB8MD in readiness for International Marconi Day on 21st April. I would like to thank all
those who have volunteered their time over the weekend; let’s hope that conditions on HF have
improved on last year and more importantly we do not see a return of the high winds which
plagued last year’s effort. I shall endeavour to write a full report for the next Newsletter.
For those of you in the club who are not keen on contesting, or just want to try something different, special event stations are a great opportunity to operate a busy station, hopefully with large
volumes of stations trying to work you. TDARS members have several special event stations
planned throughout 2012 and I would encourage as many of you as possible to get involved if
you have the time!
Wednesday 30th May GX3ZME/P
On the 30th May, the Olympic Torch will be winding its way through Shropshire, including Much
Wenlock. To celebrate this fact TDARS are planning an evening of activity on the playing field in
Little Wenlock. I am also planning to operate the club call sign GX3ZME on the field from midday. I know this is a work day, but for those of you who are able, it would be great to see some
of you in the afternoon for some relaxed operating.
Sunday July 8th GX6ZME/P Lions Day on Wheels. Bowring Park Recreation Ground
Wellington.
John 2E0CLR is planning to operate the club call GX6ZME/P at this event in order to publicise
TDARS. This event clashes with VHF National Field Day, which is using the other club call. For
those of you not taking part in VHF NFD, I would urge you to offer John a helping hand with
what could be a great recruitment event for TDARS.
10th – 12th August. GB0WPB Much Wenlock
For the second year running, we are planning to operate GB0WPB (William Penny Brookes)
from Much Wenlock Scout Hut. This is to commemorate the life of Dr Brookes and Much
Wenlock’s Olympic connection. This event coincides with the last weekend of London 2012
Olympics, so there will be many stations wishing to work a special station celebrating the birth
place of the modern day Olympic Games!
12th – 14th October. Jamboree on the Air
Last year TDARS members organised and supported two JOTA stations, in Wolverhampton
and for Ludlow Scout Group. I am sure that both stations will be on the air again in 2012!
These are the current special event stations being organised by TDARS members, but if anyone fancies organising another station or event, then I would love to hear from you!
GX3ZME on the Air. First Wednesday of every month 19:45 – 21:30
John 2E0CLR and I have tried to put both the HF and VHF station on the air for the last couple
of months. I would like to thank those club members who have joined us on the air and would
like to encourage as many of you as possible to check in on either:HF: 3.657 +/- QRM SSB
>>>>>>>>>>>

2 Metres: FM starting on 145.500 and then QSY to an adjacent frequency.
Alternatively, why not turn up at Little Wenlock and operate the club station, I am sure most
members of the amateur fraternity are fed up of the sound of my voice by now!
So there you have it, plenty of opportunity to get involved with special event stations in 2012.
I do hope to see or hear many of you at these events.
Simon 2E0CHV
01588 673053 or 07807 306699, or m3set@yahoo.co.uk
~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~

GB3ZME 24 GHz microwave beacon observations—by Martyn G3UKV
20th June 2001 saw one of the first 24 GHz microwave beacon stations in the UK (and
Europe) come on air, from our old Dawley Bank site on 24192.910 MHz (also known as the
12mm band). It radiated 1 watt from a 40 slot waveguide antenna. In 2004, we were asked to
change frequency along with all other UK 24GHz stations to the new band-plan frequency of
24048.910 MHz. This took place on 26th May 2004. In Feb.’08 it was moved to Little Wenlock.
Since 2001, apart from short periods of servicing, it has kept going until last autumn, when the
crystal (which had long term drift LF) finally stopped oscillating. The exact date is not known.
A new crystal was bought from Germany, (Eisch co.) and Jim G8UGL built up an improved
TCXO (temp. controlled crystal oscillator). With a bit of help from myself, G8ACE and G8VZT,
this was put back on air on 14th March 2012, and its frequency was within about 5 KHz of the
nominal. (not bad for a target frequency of just over 24 million KHz !)
There followed a period of warm, sunny weather late in March (remember it?). The path from
my QTH to Little Wenlock is seriously obstructed—see below.... (G4JNT software “GEOG”)
My QTH is on the left, Little Wenlock is on the R/H side, about 9 Km apart.
I set up my tripod, dish and 24GHz gear at the front of my house, and tuned around. There it
was...peak things up .... adjust dish elevation
and azimuth....and continue to listen. About
S5-7, with flutter. But—it disappeared later
that day. I thought I had an equipment failure!
Tried again next day—not there ....few hours
GB3ZME Beacon
later, there it was again. After several days of
G3UKV QTH
a similar pattern, I came to the conclusion that
on warm, sunny days, there was sufficient
refraction to consistently bend the signals
over the Ercall Hill obstruction.
Now, I have come across a similar
diurnal pattern of refraction over sea paths at
10 GHz, sometimes called ducting, from
portable sites in Eire, Scotland, Is of Man and
Guernsey—but never on over-land paths, and
never on 24 GHz. However, I’m not aware of any previous refractive reports at this high microwave frequency, although “knife edge” refraction via a sharp edged hill ridge has been noted on
10GHz. The top of the Ercall is fairly abrupt, but heavily wooded. There appear also to be at
least two peaks—one on the ‘direct’ path (weak) and a stronger one a bit east of the direct path,
where the contours are generally more rounded and subdued.
I’ve always found propagation interesting at any and every frequency we have at our disposal.
Microwave beacons are a fascinating source of propagation investigation, available at all times.
~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~

I generally avoid “lifting”
articles from other magazines.
However, these 2 items came
from the American magazine
QST, and the first one in particular looks very interesting
and practical. We all have odd
toroids lying about which are
impossible to identify, and
therefore avoid using. This is a
simple way of measuring their
resonant frequency for a
given number of turns. Similarly, a GDO could be used in
the same way as the MFJ
antenna analyser shown.

